Let W and B be open sets of real numbers whose union has full measure. If for each x, the set {h > 0\x -h Ç.W, x + h € B} has density zero at zero, then these sets are all empty. This is then used to prove the following: If / is a continuous real valued function with a nonnegative lower approximate symmetric derivative, then / is nondecreasing.
Introduction.
We will establish the following result. Let W and B be open subsets of an interval whose union has full measure in this interval. If for each x in the interval, the set {h > 0[x -h eW, x + h e B} has density zero at zero, then these sets are all empty.
We then use this to prove the following. If / is a continuous real valued function with a nonnegative lower approximate symmetric derivative, then / is nondecreasing.
Early attempts to prove this theorem can be found in [1] and [5] . More recently, some partial results have been established [3, 4, 6] . A survey of this and related topics appears in Larson [2] .
DEFINITIONS. We will use the following notation and definitions. All functions are real valued and A is Lebesgue measure on the real line. If we order the intervals in (|J Gn) U ((J Hn) by decreasing lengths, let e be the first length so that the union of intervals of length greater than or equal to e has measure greater than or equal to |. We can assume then, without loss of generality, that \J(Gn[X(Gn) > £) has measure at least ^. Let this collection be {Gj,.. .,£?*}. Now, renumber these intervals in order from left to right. Let j be largest such that Gj is not a subset of the interval (0.9999,1). Then A(lX=1 Gn) > ^ -0.0001. (3) . Then X((WB(x) U BB(x)) n (0,x)) = X(B n (x,2x)) > 0.49997x. Also, (3) gives X((WB(x)UWW(x))f)(0,x)) = X(Wn(0,x)) > 0.49999*.
Adding these two inequalities and using the fact that WB(x) U WW(x) U BB(x) U BW(x) has full measure in (0,x), we get X(WB(x)r\(0,x))+x-X(BW(x)n(0,x)) > 0.99996z, which is the desired inequality. This finishes the proof of the lemma. Let c be the midpoint of V = (z, z + 16£), and U the union of all Gn and Hn of length greater than e. Then A(<7) < |. Without loss of generality, we may assume 0 < c < ¿. Define U' = {2x -c\x e U}. Since X(U') < \, X(U U U') < §. We can then pick y e [^, j §] -(U U U'). Let x = (y + c)/2. Since 2x -c = y <£ U', x £ U. Thus, there are points s and t in P within e of x and y respectively. To see this, consider y first. If y e P, let t = y. If y £ P, then y is in the closure of some Gn or Hn-By Lemma 4 and the fact that y £ U, this interval can have length no greater than e < 0.000025). Therefore, both endpoints of this interval are in (0,1) and at least one of them is in P and is designated t. The points x and s are handled the same way. Then, for r -2s -t, we have \r -c\ = \(2s -t) -c\ = |2z+2s-2a;-y+2/-i-c| = \(2x-y-c)+2(s-x)+(y-t)\ < 0+2|s-x| + |2/-i| < 3e. This gives r e V and X((WB(r)UBW(r))f](0, r')) > 0.0031, where r' = min(r, 1-r).
Our last step is to show that WB(s) or WB(t) violates (2) . We define four maps as follows. Let pi(h) = h + s -r on (BW(r) U WB(r)) n (0,r'), P2W = h on (BW(r) U WB(r)) D (0,r'), p3(h) = h -s + r on (BW(r) U WB(r)) n [sr,r'), and p4(A) = -(A -s + r) on (SW(r) U WB(r)) C\(0,s -r). Clearly, each
Pi is one-to-one and measure preserving on its domain. IfA-s + r > 0 then (r, h),(s,pi(h)), (t,p2(h)), and (s,p3(h)) are the vertices of a square, lîh -s+r < 0, the fourth vertex (s, A -s + r) is reflected above the z-axis to (s, /94(A)).
Consider A 6 BW(r). Then Pl(h) € BW(s), p2(h) e WB(t), p3(A) e BW(s), /94(A) € rVB(s), Pi(h) e BQ(s), or p2(A) € QB(t). A similar statement corresponds to A 6 WB(r).
For r' -min(r, 1 -r), s" -max(s, 1 -s), and t" = max(t, 1-t), define the following subsets of (BW(r) U WB(r)) n (0, r'). Let 5i = {AMA) e (BW(s) U WB(s)) n (0, s")}, 52 = {h[p2(h) e (BW(t)UWB(t)) n (0,i")}, 53 = {h[p3(h) e (BW(s) U WB(s)) n (0, s")}, 54 = {A|p4(A) € (ßlV(s) U WB(s)) n (0, s")}, 55 = {h[pi(h) e BQ(s) U WQ(s) or p2(A) € QB(t) U QIV(i)}.
Since A(Q) = 0, we have A(S5) = 0. Since (BW(r)öWB(r))n(0,r') = \J5i=1 Si, one of the sets Si,S2,S3, or 54 has measure at least 0.0031/4 > 0.00075. Therefore, one of (BW(s)UWB(s))D(0, s") or (BW(t)UWB(t))n(0,t") has measure at least 0.00075. We assume the former set has measure at least 0.00075 > 0.00075s".
By (2), X(WB(s) n (0, s")) < 0.0001s", so X(BW(s) n (0, s")) > 0.00065s". But then Lemma 3 gives X(WB(s) fl (0,s")) > 0.00065s" -0.00004s" = 0.00061s", contradicting (2) . This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
